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Innovation programmes – eg inducement prizes



A new international initiative for experiments on 
innovation, entrepreneurship and growth

Increase      
innovation

Support high-growth 
entrepreneurship

Accelerate business 
growth

Use RCTs to build the evidence base on the most effective approaches to 

The Innovation Growth Lab



Crowdfunding
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Back then…



Now…
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Influence policy through the research process as well as 
the end product





Don’t just present data, tell a story



Narrative 1: China is a science and innovation 
superpower
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Narrative 2: China is a fast follower

“Chinese technology companies shine by 
developing quickly enough to remain at the cusp 
of the global technology frontier, without 
actually advancing the frontier itself”
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Narrative 3: China is a giant with an Achilles’ heel
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Narrative 4: China is a techno–nationalist

“China wants to compress a 40–year learning 
process into 10 years…by free riding on 
foreign technologies. Examples include forced 
technology transfer and IP theft.”
Rob Atkinson, CEO of ITIF and co–chair of the 
US–China academic innovation dialogue
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China as a low–carbon pioneer
Narrative 5:   China is a low carbon pioneer
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China is an absorptive state, increasingly adept at attracting 
and profiting from global knowledge and networks 
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Give them what they need, but help them change what 
they are looking for



Bibliometrics and patent data…



Nesta
Data: Evidence, Thomson Reuters

vs.

Mapping collaboration hotspots…



Nesta
Data: Evidence, Thomson 
Reuters

Finding ‘killer stats’…



Kerala Neighbourhood 
Network for Palliative Care

…but also cultural and business models dynamics such as 
India’s growing expertise in frugal innovation



Make your abstract more like a letter



Kirsten.bound@nesta.org.uk
@kirbou

www.nesta.org.uk

Thanks!

mailto:Kirsten.bound@nesta.org.uk


Innovation is highly concentrated on China’s East coast, but 
distinct models have emerged within the region
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